
CUTTING OUT
THE NON-
ESSENTIALS.

>

>

The rise of “tap-and-go” has undoubtedly increased our spending habits, and
subsequently decreased our ability to create and sustain measurable financial
goals, such as saving for a house.

 

 

 

 

Take a moment to reflect over the past two
weeks. From dinners out, morning lattes,
movie tickets and drinks after work, to the less
enticing activities like filling up the petrol tank
and paying the monthly phone bill, your card
has probably been tapped once, twice or more
daily.
 

Favouring cash payment methods like notes

and coins could be the key to minimising

your spending habits on non-essential items.

When you're physically counting out the

notes, passing it over the register and

receiving your change in hand, your brain

creates an attachment to the process. In

contrast, when you simply "tap", you are

detached from the spending process, which

makes it easier to do it again and again, over

more simpler items. 

 

Handing over a $5 note for an almond milk

cappuccino would make any coffee snob

think twice about their morning grind, and

whether they could swap over that habit

three times a week for a homemade instant

instead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So here it is, our spend-less plan for you that is so
simple to do, yet so effective. 
 
Stage 1: For one week, starting on a Monday, every

time you make a tap-and-go purchase, write

down in your notes what the purchase was and

how much it cost. This must be done directly after

your purchase so you don't forget. For ease, writing

it down in your "Notes" application on your phone

works well.

It may seem easy, if not a bit trivial at first, but over

the duration of the week it will become harder

and harder to come to terms with how much you

are spending on what. At the end of the week, on

the Sunday evening, calculate the total amount

you spent. 

 

Stage 2: Visit an ATM and withdraw the amount

you calculated on Sunday evening. Go about your

week and purchase everything you would have via

"tap and go" with cash instead. Observe how

much more expensive it feels to be spending your

hard earned cash on the non-essentials. 

 

Stage 3: Review what can be cut out. Anything

that no longer belongs in your week can be saved

for special occasions. Or, start out small by going

from 5 purchases a week to 2, and so on. The

more non-essentials you cut out will result in you

being closer to your financial goals. 

 

We wish you luck!

 

 


